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The newest GPS receiver series to be released by Motorola is the M12+. While ... All M12 and M12+ receivers operate very much like any other OncoreTM GPS. 
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M12+ OncoreTM GPS Receiver Snapshot Randy Warner, Senior Applications Engineer, Synergy Systems, LLC [email protected] The newest GPS receiver series to be released by Motorola is the M12+. While many of you are familiar with the earlier M12, the M12+ embodies many operational improvements, in addition to the fact that it is available in both positioning and precision timing versions. Anyone familiar with the previous M12 or any earlier Motorola receivers such as the GT+ or UT+ is usually interested in the characteristics of the new device: physical and electrical interface, command set, communications protocol, etc. In broad strokes, the M12+ positioning receiver (M12+P) is meant to replace the earlier M12 and 8 channel GT+ positioning receiver, while the M12+ timing receiver (M12+T) is meant to be a replacement for the 8 channel UT+ timing receiver. All M12 and M12+ receivers operate very much like any other OncoreTM GPS receiver, the major differences being in the command and data structures. If you have been using the previous M12 receiver, nothing has really changed except for the part numbers. If you are going to be replacing earlier GT+ or UT+ receivers with the new M12+, you will have some new 12 channel specific commands to learn. If you have any experience with previous Oncores, the M12+ will present no big surprises, but there are some important differences that you should be familiar with that will help speed up integration into your product. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS Pictured to the right is the 40mm x 60mm M12+ receiver next to one of its older cousins, the GT+. Also shown is the obligatory dime for size comparison purposes. As you can see, the M12+ has quite a bit smaller footprint than the GT+, but equally important is the fact that it is much less bulky when viewed from the side. The entire package is very thin and light in weight. Electrical connections are made through a 10 pin header, just as on previous OncoreTM receivers, but the header pins are on 0.050 inch centers instead of the previous 0.1 inch. Also, note that the signal assignments on the header ARE NOT the same as on the older Oncores (more on this later.) Connection to the GPS antenna is made through a miniature end-launch "MMCX" jack, instead of the "MCX" (or OSX) type used previously. The MMCX jack is the small gold rectangle on the end of the M12+ board (next to the dime).
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS - The following table compares M12+ electrical interface requirements with the older GT+, UT+, and M12 receivers. As you can see, moving from one of the earlier 5V Oncores to the M12+ involves several changes in logic levels and quite a decrease in power consumption. If you are already an M12 user about the only electrical change you will notice is that M12+ draws about 50mW less power, a nice little decrease for those of you running on batteries. One other thing to note in the table is the input voltage range rating of the M12+. The earlier M12 was rated at 3V +/- 0.2V. Due to the new RF chip in the M12+, this spec has been tightened to 3V +/- 0.15V. I have run the new receiver at levels up to 3.3V, but I cannot recommend it since the spec says 3.15V. Exceed this spec at your own peril..... If you have a 3.3V bus in your system and this 3.15V MAX spec causes you trouble, the simplest thing to do is to put a 2.2 ohm resistor in line with the 3.3V feeding the receiver and a bypass cap from pin 3 of the M12+ common. Assuming your M12+ and antenna are drawing 75mA or so, this will drop the Vcc to about 3.13V. An inductor can also be used in place of the resistor resulting in a nice LC low pass filter to clean up any ripple in your 3.3V supply. If you are developing your 3.3V with a switcher, this is not a bad idea anyway since the ripple spec for the receiver is 50mV P-P MAX. It's also a good idea to add some inline resistors (1K seems to work fine) between any 3.3V device that is sending data to an M12+ serial port (RxD and RTCM In.) This will ensure that you don't trip the input protection diodes on the receiver and cause large current spikes.



Table 1 - Receiver Electrical Characteristics Characteristic



GT+/UT+



M12



M12+



Power Requirement (less antenna)



+5V @ 180mA



+2.7 to +3.2V @ 70mA



+2.85 to +3.15V @ 55mA



Antenna Voltage



+5V



+3V - +5V (user selectable)



+3V - +5V (user selectable)



Backup Power



+5V @ 15uA



+3V @ 5uA typ



+3V @ 5uA typ



Logic Levels



0 to +5V (TTL compatible), active low



0 to +3V, active low



0 to +3V, active low
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As noted previously, the electrical pin-out for the 10-pin header on older 5V Oncore's such as the GT+ and UT+ is entirely different than the M12/M12+ pinout. Just making a one-to-one jumper cable that converts from 0.1” (2.54mm) pitch to 0.05” (1.27mm) pitch WILL NOT WORK as the signals are mapped differently. The following table details the differences in pin assignments between the two families of receivers.



Table 2 - Receiver Pinout Comparisons Pin #



VP, GT+, UT+



M12/M12+



1



Backup Power In



TxD (3V logic – inverted)



2



+5V In



RxD (3V logic – inverted)



3



Power Common



+3V Power In



4



Vpp



1PPS Out (3V logic)



5



RTCM In



Power Common



6



1PPS Out



Backup Power In (+2.7-3.2V)



7



1PPS Rtn



Reserved



8



RxD



RTCM In (3V Logic)



9



TxD



Antenna Bias In



10



TTL Common



Reserved



No real surprises here except for one important new entry, the Antenna Bias pin (Pin 9.) Older 5V receivers simply ran the board’s Vcc through a filter and overload protection circuitry before sending it to the antenna through the center conductor of the antenna coax. Recognizing that many existing GPS antennas require a +5V power supply while the M12+ itself runs on +3V, Motorola set up the M12+ to allow the antenna bias voltage to be generated externally and simply looped through the receiver. The only active circuitry in the antenna drive section of the M12+ is the current sense/shutdown circuitry. As a system designer, you basically have two scenarios to deal with. •



If you are designing a new product that will use a 3V antenna, you can simply connect the Antenna Bias pin in parallel with the M12+’s 3V power input pin (pin 3).
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•



If you are retrofitting the M12+ into an older product (or one that must use a 5V antenna), you probably have +5V available, therefore you can run either +5V or +3V into the bias pin.



Helpful Note On Synergy’s products such as the M12+ Low Cost Eval Kit, SynPaQ/III, and M12+/Adapter Board Assembly we have included a 2mm pitch 3 pin header on the board with a standard 2-terminal jumper strip. The 3V and 5V buses are wired to different pins on the header, so it is easy to change antenna bias voltage by simply moving the jumper strip.



Note that there is only one common (ground) pin on the M12+ header instead of the three separate pins on the earlier Oncores. All four mounting holes of the M12+ are also connected to common. BACKUP BATTERY ISSUES – Due to the small size of the M12+, the room available for the onboard backup battery is limited. The rechargeable Manganese-Lithium cell used on the M12 was only rated at 2 mAh. This has been boosted 4.5 mAh on the M12+. Assuming a typical keep-alive current draw of 5 uA, this translates into a little more than two weeks of backup power. This is quite different from the older ONCORETM receivers, which could maintain RAM and the clock for many months. As a designer, your choices are these: •



If your system is going to experience long “OFF” times as a matter of course, (oceanographic buoys that only turn on for a few minutes a day are a common example) you might want to consider using the “batteryless” M12+ and supplying your own backup power using an external cell or a “Super-Cap” to provide backup energy. The reason for this is that in this “Short ON period/Long OFF period” mode the onboard M12+ charging circuitry will not be on long enough to keep the battery charged, instead letting it slowly discharge over time. The end result is that your “buoy” might work great for a month or so, and then start misbehaving (cold starts instead of warm starts) as the battery is exhausted.



•



If you want to use the battery equipped M12+ to minimize external hardware and you are designing an embedded application that will not have a serial port available to an interface program such as WinOncore12 or SynTAC, MAKE SURE you include initialization code in your application to restart message traffic from the M12+ in the event the battery becomes discharged.
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Regardless of the configuration decided upon, my suggestion is to design your application ASSUMING that the receiver will come up in a defaulted condition (Motorola binary mode, all messages in polled mode) and ALWAYS include an initialization sequence in your software. In this way, if the battery (or supercap) has completely exhausted itself and all of your previous setup information is lost, the initialization sequence in your code will restart the normal message traffic between the M12+ and the outside world. If the receiver powers up normally with all setup information intact, there’s no harm done, you are simply re-commanding the receiver to carry on as before. PART NUMBERS - The following tables show the progression of part numbers starting with the original M12, and continuing on to the M12+P and M12+T receivers. Note that all of the part numbers end with an 'X'. This last number is variable and changes as the firmware in the receivers is updated by the factory. As of the release date of this document, the current active part numbers for the M12+ positioning receivers end in '5', indicating v1.8 positioning firmware, while the current part numbers for the timing receivers end in a '1', indicating v2.0 timing firmware.



Table 3 - M12 Receiver Part Numbers Receiver P/N P123T12N1x P133T11N1X P133T12N1X P143T11N15 P143T12N1X P183T12N1X



Description Original M12 with added SRAM Original M12 w/o battery, r/a 10 pin header Original M12 w/o battery Original M12 with battery, r/a 10 pin header Original M12 with battery 2nd generation of M12 PWA with larger battery



Equivalent M12+ N/A P273T11N1X P273T12N1X P283T11N1X P283T12N1X P283T12N1X
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Table 4 - M12+ Receiver Part Numbers Receiver P/N



Description



P273T11N1X



M12+ w/o battery, r/a 10 pin header



P273T12N1X



M12+ receiver w/o battery, straight header



P283T11N1X



M12+ receiver with battery, r/a header



P283T12N1X



M12+ receiver with battery, straight header



P273T11T1X



M12+ timing receiver w/o battery, r/a header



P273T12T1X



M12+ timing receiver w/o battery, straight header



P283T11T1X



M12+ timing receiver with battery, r/a header



P283T12T1X



M12+ timing receiver with battery, straight header



SUPPORTED MESSAGES – Basically, the messages supported by the M12/M12+ are very similar to the messages supported by the older Oncores. Some of the messages are the same, some new ones have been created to support the 12 channel format of the M12/M12+. On top of this, there are some more new commands specific to the M12+P positioning receiver and the M12+T timing receiver. NMEA Mode - First the easy situation. If you currently communicate with your OncoreTM (VP, GT+, or M12) using the NMEA protocol, you don’t have to change a thing. As noted in the Engineering Notes for the M12+P, the new receiver supports the same seven NMEA messages previously supported by the earlier receivers. As with previous Oncores, the timing version of the M12+ does not support the NMEA protocol. OK, so much for the easy one…. Motorola Binary Mode - If you utilize the Motorola binary protocol, you have some more things to consider. The M12/M12+ uses many of the binary commands you are probably familiar with, along with a handful of new commands that are specific to the M12/M12+. The following tables detail the messages that are currently supported by the M12+P v1.8 positioning firmware and the M12+T v2.0 timing firmware. Table 5 on the next page details messages that are supported by older 8 channel receivers and the M12+ positioning and timing receivers. Table 6 on pages 8 and 9 details new commands that are only supported by the M12/M12+ receivers.
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Table 5 - M12+ Messages In Common With Previous OncoreTM Receivers Binary Command



Description



Applicability



@@Ag



Satellite Mask Angle



All M12+



@@Am



Satellite Ignore List



All M12+



@@Ao



Datum ID Code



All M12+



@@Ap



User Defined Datum



All M12+



@@Aq



Atmospheric Correction Options



All M12+



@@As



Position Hold Parameters



M12+T



Same as M12, UT+



@@Au



Altitude Hold Height



M12+P



Same as M12, GT+



@@Ay



1PPS Time Offset



M12+T



Same as M12, UT+



@@Az



1PPS Cable Delay Correction



M12+T



Same as M12, UT+



@@AN



Velocity (marine) Filter



M12+P



Same as M12, GT+



@@AO



RTCM Port Mode



M12+P



Same as M12, GT+



@@Bb



Visible Satellite Data



All M12+



@@Be



Almanac Data



All M12+



@@Bh



Pseudorange Correction Output



M12+P



Same as M12, VP



@@Bo



UTC Offset



All M12+



Same as M12, UT+, VP



@@Cb



Almanac Data In



All M12+



Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP



@@Ce



Pseudorange Correction In



M12+P



Same as M12, GT+, VP



@@Cf



Receiver Default



All M12+



Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP



@@Ci



Switch I/O Format



M12+P



Same as M12, GT+, VP



@@Cj



Receiver ID



All M12+



Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP



@@Ck



Pseudorange Correction Ack



M12+P



Same as M12, GT+, VP



@@Eq



ASCII Position Message



All M12+



Same as M12, GT+, UT+



Comments Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP



Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP Same as M12, GT+, UT+, VP
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Table 6 - M12+ Specific Messages (M12+P and M12+T) Binary Command



Description



Comments



Receivers Affected



@@AM



Position Lock Parameters



Allows user to over-ride factory defaults when in Position Lock mode (See AS command below)



M12+P



@@AQ



Position Filter



Enables/Disables Position Filter



All M12+



@@AS



Position Lock Select



Commands receiver to “lock” in position if calculated velocity and position errors are less than threshold values (0.5 m/s and 100m respectively) See AM command to change th



M12+P



resholds



@@Ga



@@Gb



@@Gc



Combined Position Message



Replaces the “@@Ad”, “@@Ae”, and “@@Af” commands (latitude, longitude, height) used in earlier receivers



All M12+



Combined Time Message



Replaces the “@@Aa”, “@@Ab”, and “@@Ac” commands (Time of Day, GMT Offset, Date) used in earlier receivers



All M12+



1PPS Control Message



Replaces pulse control section of the @@En message in the UT+. Also allows for 1PPS control in positioning receivers



All M12+* *M12+T includes option for 1PPS controlled by TRAIM ALL M12+**



@@Gd



Position Control Message



Allows the user to command 3D, 2D, or 0D positioning modes
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Table 6 - M12+ Specific Messages (M12+P and M12+T) @@Ge



TRAIM Control Message



Replaces TRAIM control section of the @@En message in the UT+



M12+T



@@Gf



TRAIM Alarm Message



Replaces the TRAIM solution status section of the @@En message in the UT+



M12+T



@@Gj



Leap Second Pending



Expanded version of older “@@Bj” Leap Second message



All M12+



Vehicle ID Message



Allows the user to query the serial number of the receiver without reading out the entire receiver ID message (@@Cj)



All M12+



@@Ha



Position/Status/ Data (12 channel)



Essentially a 12 channel equivalent to the standard “@@Ea” message, but also contains additional data: Vehicle ID, Oscillator and Clock Parameters, UTC parameters, GMT offset, satellite IODE’s



All M12+



@@Hb



Position Message (Shortened)



Roughly a 12 channel equivalent to “@@Ea”



All M12+



@@Hn



12 Channel TRAIM



Roughly a 12 channel equivalent to @@En used on the UT+



M12+T



@@Hr



Inverse DGPS Pseudo-range



Roughly a 12 channel equivalent to @@Ep used on the GT+



M12+P



@@Ia



Self Test (12 Channel)



Basically the same as the “@@Fa” Self Test, just more channels



All M12+



@@Sz



System Power on Failure



Sent out by the receiver every 10 seconds if system ROM fails power on test



All M12+



@@Gk
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OK, so what does all this mean? In broad strokes, the receiver operates in a manner that should be familiar to you. If you have written a proprietary software package that communicates successfully with the OncoreTM series of receivers in binary mode, changes to communicate with the M12/M12+ will be minimal. Be aware, however, that in some cases it is not just simply a matter of expanding 8 channel data structures to handle 12 channels of information. The “@@Ha” 12 channel Position/Status/Data message is an excellent example: Looking at the @@Ha message structure, at first glance it appears to simply be a 12 channel version of the older 6 channel “@@Ba” and 8 channel “@@Ea” messages. While essentially true, several new fields have been added. First, there are two positions reported in the @@Ha message; the first one being filtered depending upon the the status of the Position Filter Select (@@AQ) command, and the second one an unfiltered position solution. Next, there are two velocities (2D and 3D) reported by the M12/M12+, unlike the previous receivers, which only reported a 3D velocity. There are BIG changes in the channel and receiver status data structures. In the channel data field, the Issue of Data Ephemeris (IODE) for each tracked satellite has been added. This is an important change for those of you utilizing an Inverse Differential positioning system. In the GT+ receiver this information was contained in the “@@Ep” message. Note that the M12/M12+ does not have an “@@Ep” message. The info has been moved over to the @@Hr message. Also, the Channel Status byte in the @@Ha message has been expanded to two bytes in order to include Satellite Accuracy information. Likewise, the Receiver Status byte has been expanded to two bytes in order to include additional information on current receiver configuration: Position Filter Status, Position Lock Status, etc. Lastly, several new fields have been added that report oscillator and clock parameters, current UTC parameters (also available in the @@Bo message as in the UT+ and VP receivers), current GMT offset (previously contained in the @@Ab message), and the receiver ID tag. The end result is that there are fewer messages to be concerned about in the M12/M12+, and the messages that exist are longer. As an example, the @@Ha message is 154 bytes long. About twice as long as the older 8 channel @@Ea message.….. CONCLUSION – As with previous editions of this Technical Note, I hope this little dissertation has been helpful. As noted previously, the data presented here is based on the current releases of M12+ firmware (v1.8 for M12+P, v2.0 for M12+T). As things change and the firmware gets updated, some minor or major revisions maybe required. If anything needs clarification, please let me know.
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